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Very disturbing
11.30.2011
Dear SETI,
This is getting worse. I am writing down
these conversations that I hear
telepathically in my mind between myself,
a Grey, my hybrid son, and a Reptilian.
Why do I even bother to write it down?
Isn't it just obviously not true? I'm afraid
it's not that simple. I have evidence that
the ETs are real. I can go into that later.
And I am a physics and chemistry
student with straight A's, so I know what
evidence means. I do not have formal
evidence that I could pull out for
everyone, but evidence that is valid for
myself and for others who have been
there with me.

Yes-No! I did not want
to honor it! Do you have
onions? – Hamish
Are you hungry? –
Hamish asks the Dragon
You do not have a pyypyy. – Hamish
You are not me! –
Hamish
You do not have children.
I do. – Hamish
You do not have a penis.
– Hamish

The content of our discussions is becoming very disturbing. Here's a recap.
Reptilians have seized control over other ET people: the Greys, the Orions,
and the Draconian Dinosaurs. The Greys, Dinosaurs and Orions are all
employed working directly hands-on with human breeding programs.
Humans such as myself here on Earth are being harvested for eggs and
sperm. Human offspring are made there in their laboratories. They also
prepare human-ET hybrids. There are human-Grey hybrids, and there are
human-Dinosaur hybrids, but I have not seen any human-Orion nor humanreptilian hybrids so far.
The reptilians are brutal and physically violent. They insist that the other ETs
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They even showed me pictures from their
home world, which makes them look even
more like a sci-fi comic book character. They
have beautiful cities with buildings with
several floors up. The buildings are all white
and rounded in shape. It is impressive and
modern looking, but oh so sci-fi-comic-book.
It is almost outrageous and silly to meet with
the Orions, because it is so cliché. So I
couldn't have made it up.

Does it have children
for me, I said? –
Hamish
Does it have balls? –
Hamish
I mean, have you
looked? – Hamish
Haha, Hamish. I have
not looked! – me
I would like to look there.
To see if it might have some
eggs. – Hamish

I asked to meet with the Orions. It turns out
that if I am to meet with any of the ETs in
person, it will happen "in the forest". The
Orions said that they would like to meet with
me too, if I meet with the reptilians. Orions
are very friendly and kind. They were forced
into working on these projects, by the
reptilians. I don't care what people say about
Orions or what rumors might be out there,
the Orions, I am sure, are good people.
I *almost* got to meet the Orions last night.

At least I got to see them very clearly and for
a very long time. I am gettingfffffffff
closer to close contact.

“I thought it sounded like rubbish”
And either later that evening or early this morning a reptilian was chatting
with me again. He told me about how the reptilians want to take over our
Earth and enslave all the humans. He said that the "Cabbalas" want world
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I've had glimpses about humanoids being kept in vertical watertanks, with all
kinds of tubes attached to the creatures. They are conscious. It is horrible. I
used to see these things years ago in my first years-long period of ET
contacts. Here's one you might like:
I once woke up at night and I was
somewhere else. There were the men in
black suits - humans - walking with me.
I was in a room with lots of vertical
tanks with creatures in them. There
were thick water tubes running all
across the floor and I was having to
watch my step not to trip on those. So
I've seen it before. And now, after more
than a ten year break without conscious
contact, all of these ETs are back with
me. (Meanwhile the men in black suits humans - and military, have been here
all along ever since then and still. Just a
moment ago "Sergeant Wilkes" said
hello telepathically.)

“Cover-up, or tell-all?”

I will bite him. – Hamish
What does he want? – Hamish
He wants blood. – Hamish
I want to know, what does he
want. – Hamish
He wants to eat a baby. –
Hamish
He wants to eat blood. –
Hamish
That was a good picture. It is
dominant. – Hamish
It eats blood. – Hamish
It is my picture! – Hamish
If it does not eat or bite me. –
Hamish
I want to give it blood! –
Hamish
Those are my lunches. – Hamish
There isn’t enough for him. –
Hamish
I will hit him! – Hamish
I don’t want to fight him. –
Hamish

I'm thinking of writing a tell-all book
about this. What do you think? Should
the public know? Or is it my obligation
tooblkeep this secret? I don't know what to do. I would appreciate advice.
Cover-up, or tell-all? What do you think. This is for definitely real. All of it.
Eva
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More about his scales...
1.09.2012
Dear SETI,
More about his falling scales:
The reptilian said that the others (other reptilians) harm him when they see
that his scales are falling off. And they tell him that he should not look that
way. Sad, huh?
Eva

Are you hungry? Do you have a home? – Hamish
You cannot take my home. – Hamish
My eggs are there. – Hamish
My snacks are there. – Hamish
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Ahh, my red reptile. He is a large build with broad shoulders, covered in red
reptilian scales. He has yellow eyes with a brown vertical slit. When he creeps
up real close to me, I can almost see as if his body were on top of mine.
Sometimes I can hear the hissing sound when he exhales, and on a rare
occasion I sense the repulsive smell of sulfur and pestilence in his hot breath.

“H e calls it, "feeling the power"”
He calls it, "feeling the power". I call it sex. Best of all, I think that he is
enjoying it too. I think that he actually comes up close to me and somehow
engages the nervous system of my body such that he and I together have a
pleasurable experience. Think of it like a dog humping on a human's leg.
Animals do it without reservations. Only we humans seem to try to restrict
the sensory pleasures we seek. Only a human feels embarrassed about seeking
out a good feeling. Only a human would have taboo and guilt and shame onto
this. The reptilian enjoys it without inhibitions, he doesn't have as much as an
ounce of humiliation. And, since it's not my choice when he "humps" me, I
can just go ahead and enjoy it too.

What is that? – Hamish
Does it want to challenge me? – Hamish
No. It cannot have my eggs. – Hamish
I found a video online where a guy talks about how other women too have
described having sex with reptilians. Here is the first out of four videos:
Reference # 4 Video Understanding The Reptilian Mind
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their body parts as if they didn't care. I even lost a best friend when I argued
for the well-being of chickens and he didn't want to care about "food on the
plate". Reptilians are carnivores, and I bet you livers and kidneys taste good to
them. Humans are quick to judge, but humans are even meaner to food
animals.
I am personally almost vegan. Actually, knowing the hybrids and some of the
fates they go through makes me even more vegan. Next time you enjoy some
eggs or a nice steak, think about the animals and what they went through.
Before you decide whether to pass judgement on the eating habits of our
Honored Reptile Royals.
Mm. A goody bag. SETI should keep some candy bags of liver and kidneys
by the entrance to welcome any reptilian visitors. Yumm tasty treats! (Sarcasm
of course. I would not eat it and I don't even eat dairy or meat.)

Eva

It was my Dragon. – Hamish
It was mine. – Hamish
Do you have blood in you that smells? – Hamish
Answer! I asked! – Hamish
Is it blood? – Hamish
“There is blood in my gape”, he says. – Hamish
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This has been a preview of Dragon Clip Art
pages from the book
The Orion Project: Letters to SETI 2
by Eva Draconis
find the book and more through our website
www.orionmindproject.com

Remember to Honor Scales!
and Tremble before Power!
Yes, and not dance. – Hamish adds
And to not call us Sock Feet! – Hamish
Because we don’t like that, when they do. – Hamish
August 19, 2013

